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National Treasury and
the Financial Services
Board (FSB) released a
proposed framework
for the regulation of
hedge funds in South
Africa on 13 September
2012.

Background

Hedge funds were first introduced to

South Africa in around 1995 and the

industry now has an estimated

R33 billion in assets under

management. Currently, hedge funds

in South Africa are not regulated, but

hedge fund managers are regulated

through the Financial Advisory and

Intermediary Services Act, 2002

(FAIS Act).

Hedge fund managers are required

to hold a category IIA licence in

terms of the FAIS Act and are

currently not allowed to market their

funds to the general public.

In terms of the proposed framework,

hedge funds will be regulated by the

Collective Investment Scheme

Control Act, 2002 (CISCA) through

the creation of a new type of

Regulatory exchange
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collective investment scheme (CIS).

This will be a CIS in hedge funds,

which will be further split into two

categories: retail and restricted. As

an interim measure, in order for

South Africa to meet its G20

commitments, all hedge funds will be

declared schemes in accordance with

Section 63 of CISCA and hedge fund

managers will need to register as

managers of CISs in hedge funds.

The table below highlights the most

important issues discussed in the

proposed framework and their

implications.

Types of hedge funds

Key concepts

The items listed below represent the

key concepts captured in the

proposed framework:

 All structures allowed provided

that investors’ losses are limited

to their actual investments and

the hedge fund manager covers

the excess;

 All strategies allowed provided

that it

investors and included in the

founding documents;

 Fund assets are to be kept

separate and distinct from the

man

through a trustee/custodian;

 Capital reserve requirements for

retail funds and

 Fund of

and restricted funds together in

one portfolio;

 Independent valuations

required;

 Retail funds to provide daily

pricing;

 Retail fund inv

able to redeem their investment

within 14 days;

 Derivative trading to be

supported by a risk management

program

traders;

 Retail funds

derivatives limited to NAV

(gearing limited to 100%);

 Retail funds

exposure for derivatives and

borrowings limited to 20%

NAV;

 Short selling allowed if used to

reduce cost/risk, or to increase

capital/income to a limited

extent; and

 No naked short selling

permitted.

Retail Restricted

Investors General
public

Qualified
investors
only

Minimum
investment

R50 000 R1 000 000

Marketing Allowed Disallowed

Regulatory
reporting

Quarterly Annually
(to monitor
leverage)

Regulation Strict Less strict

Investments Parameters
on asset class,
limits,
liquidity and
leverage

Unrestricted

exchange
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All strategies allowed provided

that it is properly disclosed to

investors and included in the

founding documents;

Fund assets are to be kept

separate and distinct from the

anagement company (manco)

through a trustee/custodian;

Capital reserve requirements for

etail funds and mancos;

Fund of funds cannot have retail

and restricted funds together in

one portfolio;

Independent valuations

required;

Retail funds to provide daily

pricing;

Retail fund investors must be

able to redeem their investment

within 14 days;

Derivative trading to be

supported by a risk management

programme and experienced

traders;

Retail funds’ exposure to

derivatives limited to NAV

(gearing limited to 100%);

Retail funds’ counterparty risk

exposure for derivatives and

borrowings limited to 20% of

NAV;

Short selling allowed if used to

reduce cost/risk, or to increase

capital/income to a limited

extent; and

No naked short selling

permitted.
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Required service providers

Service

provider

Requirements

Fund

manager

Company which is

registered with and

authorised by the

Registrar (fit and proper

requirements) and must

conform to capital and

reserving requirements

prescribed by CISCA.

Current category IIA

licence holders will be

required to procure a

new licence under

CISCA.

Custodian/

trustee

Public company with

cash and reserves of at

least R10 million. Assets

to be kept separate from

manco and monitor

mandate compliance.

Prime broker Registered bank or

approved FSP and

subject to registration,

regulation and

supervision. Cannot also

be the

custodian/trustee, but

can be a division of the

bank acting as

custodian/trustee. Due

diligence will be

prescribed.

Administrator Independent, RSA

domiciled and registered

FSP.

Auditor Independent

Compliance

officer

Appropriately qualified

and experienced. Can

also be the risk manager

Risk manager No prescribed criteria

and can also be the

compliance officer

Reporting requirements

To the Registrar

Category Frequency

All

managers

Monthly (gross and net

assets, short positions,

leverage and counterparties)

Retail

Funds

Quarterly (holdings and

exposures)

All funds Annually

To investors:

Key investor information document

(KIID):

 Investment policy and

objectives;

 Risk and reward indicator;

 Charges;

 Past performance

presentation; and

 Other practical information.

Retail fund investment

parameters

Permitted asset classes:

 Securities and money

market instruments(MMIs)

listed on an exchange or

traded in a regulated

market;

 Over-the-counter (OTC)

derivatives and

participatory interests in

CISs; and

 Financial indices and

derivatives under certain

conditions.

Criteria for instruments purchased:

 Potential loss limited to

initial investment;

 Liquidity must not

compromise the 14-day

liquidity available to

investors;





Non-permitted asset classes









Retail fund asset class

restrictions

Security type:

Listed equity

Money market

and non

issued by

Government

and the South

African Reserve

Bank

Money market

and non

issued by listed

company

Other money

market and

non-equity

Derivatives

CISs

Unlisted

Be negotiable and have

reliable valuations and

appropriate information

available; and

Consistent with investment

policy and risks captured by

risk management process.

permitted asset classes:

Commodities (where

physical delivery possible);

Property/real estate;

Private equity; and

Non-financial indices

Retail fund asset class

restrictions

Security type: Limits

Listed equity 100% in aggregate, but

5% each (higher under

certain conditions)

Money market

non-equity

issued by

Government

and the South

African Reserve

100% in aggregate and

100% each

Money market

and non-equity

issued by listed

company

100% in aggregate and

10% to 30% each

depending on market

cap

Other money

market and

equity

10% in aggregate, but

5% each

Derivatives 10% per qualified

counterparty and 5%

for others

20% per CIS

Unlisted 10% in aggregate
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Conclusion

The implementation of a regulatory

framework for hedge funds in South

Africa will have the following

benefits for the hedge fund industry:

 Increased investor confidence;

and

 Increased growth potential.

The South African hedge fund

industry has historically done well in

regulating itself by, amongst other

things, ensuring segregation of

duties between the investment

manager, prime broker and

administrator.

While the proposed framework

places restrictions on exposure, short

selling, liquidity and investment

parameters, recent industry surveys

indicate that the majority of South

African hedge funds are already in a

position to comply with the

requirements relating to liquidity,

valuation, exposure and independent

service providers.

Further consideration should be

given by National Treasury in respect

of the following areas, so as to ensure

the appropriate level of clarity is

provided to the industry when the

proposals are legislated:

 In respect of the regulatory

reports required to be submitted

by hedge funds, additional

guidance is required in respect

of the following:

- Content and format of

reports;

- Whether the reports need to

be independently audited;

- Reporting deadlines;

- AFS reporting requirements

and deadlines;

- Whether IFRS will be the

required basis of accounting

for both retail and restricted

funds; and

- Consequences of non-

compliance.

 Implication of CISCA declaring

all hedge funds as CISs needs to

be clarified, specifically in

relation to the following:

- Implication of general

CISCA provisions during

the interim period until the

specific section for CISs in

hedge funds is released; and

- Transitional provisions and

deadlines to align mandates

with requirements.

 Consideration should be given

as to whether the proposed

investment parameters for retail

hedge fund (including limits on

the use of derivatives and short

selling) are too restrictive, as

they may prevent many funds

from falling within a retail

category and/or achieving the

strong risk-adjusted returns

they have historically achieved.

 Further guidance is required as

to the registration and capital

requirements for managers of a

CIS in hedge funds.
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